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A descent method on a closed set X of a Hilbert space, adapted to the multiob- 
jective optimization, is presented. After solving a differential inclusion, the limit 
points of the solutions are used to characterize a critical set, which contains the set 
of Pareto optima. Under suitable assumptions existence of a Pareto optimum is 
proved. Then the Lusternik-Schnirelman theory is generalized to this framework 
and the critical set is related to the topological properties of X. 
In many situations that occur in engineering and economic systems, there 
are several functions to be optimized simultaneously [ 1, 2. 7, 10, 201, and it 
seems necessary to take into account, directly, all the goals. For that reason, 
in the last few years, the concept of Pareto optimality has been extensively 
studied. In many problems the function to be optimized takes its values into 
I?“, however, it is convenient for some other situations to consider a 
mapping acting into an ordered vector space F. For instance, if the objective 
function is dependent on time, the problem of finding an optimal choice of 
the variable during the period [a, p] must be formulated by taking F = R’n*41 
or some vector subspace as L,([a, /3]) [ 171. 
Here we are interested in such vector-optimization problems. In the scalar 
case, one of the most common approaches toward the solution, is the use of 
a descent method. In multiobjective optimization, however, the gradient is 
not defined, and consequently, the classical descent method must be 
modified. Thus, for each value x of the variable we shall introduce a set 
C(X), regarded as the subset of “feasible velocities,” and we consider the 
differential inclusion 
J?(t) E C(x(r)). (El 
The first section is devoted to the solvability of (E). Then we shall 
introduce a critical set K, generalizing Smale’s [ZO) and we shall show that a 
limit point of a so1utio.n of (E) is a critical point and the converse. 
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Under suitable assumptions we shall prove that K is nonempty, and this 
allows us to derive the existence of Pareto optima. In the last section, by 
using a generalized Lusternik-Schnirelman theory [ 161, we analyze the 
existence and the number of critical points. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
In what follows, F will denote a Banach space ordered by a closed convex 
cone P supposed to be with a nonempty interior and normal. That is, there 
exists a basis of neighbourhoods V of the origin such that V= (V-P) n 
(V + P). According to [ 181, we can define an equivalent norm by setting for 
each y in F, 
]] y]] = inf(l/t > Oy E t[-e, e]}, (1.1) 
where e is a fixed element in the interior of P denoted by int P, and l-e, e] 
stands for the order interval (-e + P) n (e - P). 
Now for each y in F we set 
II Y II + = d(Y, F?\P) = d( y, flint P), (1.2) 
where d is the metric associated to the norm defined above. 
For instance, if we take F = IR” which its usual order and e = (l,..., 1), 
then 
II(Y , ,..., Y,)II = m4l Y, L I Y,I) 
and 
IKY ,,..., YJI+ = min(y:...., Y,‘). 
Let X be a closed subset of a Hilbert space H. We recall that the tangent 
cone to X at x E X and the normal cone to X at x are given by 
T,X= z’ E Hlf’? inf 
I 
d(x + fv, X) CT o 
++ t (1.3) 
NJ = T,x” = (w E H/(v, w) < 0, v E T,X}, (1.4) 
where (,) is the scalar product of H. As is easily seen v E T,X iff there exist 
two sequences (x,) and (t,), x, E X and t, > 0, such that x = lim x, and 
v = lim, (x, - x)/t,. 
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We say that X is a regular set if the following conditions are fulfilled: 
(H ,) For every x E X, T., X is convex and has a nonempty interior, 
(H,) The multivalued mapping x + int T,X from X into H satisfies: 
for all x E X and u E int T,X, there exists some E > 0 such that v E TYX as 
soon as y E (x + B(0, E)) n X. 
As usual, B(0, E) is the ball with center 0 and radius E. Let us notice that 
(H,) implies that x + int T,X is lower semicontinuous and that x -+ N(x, X) 
is closed. This last condition is that of Cornet in [8-10). 
EXAMPLE 1. A CL-closed set (submanifold with boundary) X is regular. 
Indeed, if x,, E flint X there exists a neighbourhood V of xg such that 
xn v= {XE v/g(x)<o), 
where g: V-t R is a Cl-function satisfying g’(x) # 0, for each x E V. Hence, 
int T,X= {v E H/g’(x) v < O}, if g(x) = 0 
= H, if g(x) < 0. 
Obviously (Hi) is true and we can derive (H,) from the continuity of g’. 1 
EXAMPLE 2. A convex set X with a nonempty interior is regular. 
Clearly, (H,) is true snce T,Xx X. Furthermore, for (H,) it suffices to 
remark that int T,p = (A(int X - x)/1 > O}. 1 
Now let f map X into (F, P). Furthermore, we shall suppose as in [ 12 ] 
that the following condition holds: For every x E X there exists 







where f ‘: X + L(H, F) is locally Lipschitz. As usual, L(H, F) denotes the set 
of continuous linear operators from H into F. Using formula (1.5) it is easily 
seen that for h E Tju, f’(x) . h is uniquely determined. Hence, (H,) 
implying H = T,X - T,X, f’(x) is necessarily unique as soon as it exists. 
Finally, we shall introduce the critical set K off by 
K= {xEX/f’(x)[T,X]n-intP=0}. (1.6) 
This definition has been previously introduced by Smale [20], in the case 
where X is an open set of a finite-dimensional space. 
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2. SUFFICIENT REGULARITY CONDITIONS 
First we shall prove some elementary properties of ]] I]+, which will be 
useful in the sequel. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. The function 11 I/+ : F + R + is continuous and 
vy E P, IMI, =wl~WKv>W (2.la) 
vy,, 4’2 E P. VA E [O, 11. 
Il~~,+~~--~~~*ll+>/~IIY,II++~~--~ll4’2ll+~ 
(2.2b) 
Proof Continuity follows easily from (1.2). 
(a) Let 4’ f P and ;I > 0 be such that J’ > ;le. For every z E F\P we have 
]I y - z]] > A. (Otherwise, y - z E A[-+, e] and 4’ - z < le < y, which implies 
a contradiction with z E F\P). Thus 
II~II+=~~~ll~‘-~ll~suPi~>,Ol~~~~J. 
Conversely, we have 
IIY- ~~~--ll~ll+~ll/=/14~/lt 




(b) From (2.1), J’ E P implies 
~>IbII+e. 
Hence, for A. E [0, 1 ] and (JP, , yz) E P X P 
~~4’,+~~-~~~,~oLII~~lll++~~-~~II~ZII+~~ 
and by (2.1) 
Il~YI + (1 -~)Y,ll+ a~llv,ll+ + (1 -n>IIY*ll+. I 
PROPOSITION 2.2. The following equivalences hold: 
VVEF, Vr>O, (]y](+ > ro I)--reEintP 
V-vEF, Vr>O, ]]y]]+ =ro y-reEP\intP. 
(2.3) 
(2.4 j 
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Proof. (a) From (2.1), I] yJ]+ > r means there is some A> P such that 
y > de. Obviously that condition is satisfied iffy - re E int P. 
(b) By similar arguments we shall prove: 
and using (2.3) we obtain (2.4). 4 
We need the following proposition to formulate a sufficient regularity 
condition with the normal cone instead of the tangent cone: 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Under assumption (H,) we have: 
int T,X= (v E H/(v, w)(O, VW E NJ}, N,x’ = N,x\(O}. (2.5) 
Proof. As the interior of T,X for the strong topology is nonempty, we 
know that N,X = T,x” has a weakly compact basis r. Since r is bounded, 
without loss of generality, we can suppose it is included in the unit ball B. 
First, let v E int T,X and w E NJ. We shall prove that (v, w) < 0. Since 
v E int T,X, there exists E > 0 such that v + Aw E T,X for 1 E [-E, +E]. 
Thus, by definition of N,X, we have (v + ;Iw, w) < 0 for 1 E [--E, +E], and 
therefore, (v, w) < 0. 
Conversely, let v E H be such that for every w E N,x’ we have the strict 
inequality (0, w) < 0. 
Since r is weakly compact there exists w, E r such that 
F,“,” (v, w) = (v, wo) = -m, < 0. 
Therefore, since l-c B and T,X = NJ, we have L’ + B(0, m,) c T,X, and 
finally, v E int T,X. 1 
Now, we shall introduce a new condition. 
(H,) The multivalued mapping N,X’: X + (H, a) is upper semicon- 
tinuouss (USC), where (H, o) stands for H endowed with the weak topology. 
According to Proposition 2.3, it is a simple matter to see that (H,) and 
(H3) are sufficient conditions of regularity. In order to obtain some other 
sufficient conditions, in the finite-dimensional case, we shall give the 
following result: 
PROPOSITION 2.4. All the multivalued functions being defined from 
XC IF?” into R”, the following assumptions are equivalent: 
x+N,X is closed (2.6) 
x+N,XnS is closed where S = (w E H/l/ wj[ = 1 } (2.7) 
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x+N,XnS is use, (2.8) 
x+N,XnB is closed where B = (w E H//l w 11 < 1 }, (2.9) 
?c+N,XnB is USC (2.10) 
Proox The sets S and B being compact and N,X closed, (2.7) o (2.8) 
and (2.9) o (2.10) are classical results. See, e.g., [3]. Furthermore, the 
implications (2.6) 3 (2.9) 3 (2.7) are obvious since S and B are closed. 
Thus, it suffices to show (2.7) z- (2.6). 
Let (x,) and (y,) be two sequences such that lim, x, = x and lim, y, = 4’ 
with y, E N,,X. If y = 0, y E N,X. Otherwise, lim,(JJ,/]] y,]]) = y/l] y]] and 
we know from (2.7) that y/l] y]] E N,Xn S, therefore y E N,X. I 
It is easy to see that (H,) and (2.8) implie (H,); hence, (H,) and only one 
of the above assumptions sufftce to imply the regularity of X if H = R”. 
Notice that (2.6) has been previously introduced by Cornet (8-101. 
3. A DESCENT METHOD ON A REGULAR CLOSED SET 
Throughout the following, X will be assumed to be regular. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. If x is a local Pareto minimum, then x E K 
(Definition 1.6). 
Proof Let u E T,X. From (1.3), u = lim,((x, -x)/t,), where x,, E X, 
t, > 0, lim, x, = x. Hence we have, using (1.5). 
f,(x)L, = lim f’(xK%l - -y) = lim .m”) -“m> 
n t n n tn . 
Since x is a local Pareto minimum 
f’(x)0 E fl(-int P). I 
Now we are concerned with the set K which is more practicable than the 
set of Pareto. We shall show that K can be reached, using trajectories in X 
on which the criterion f: X + (F, P) is decreasing. Let us notice that, 
according to (HI), K is a closed subset of H. Now we shall define a 
multivalued mapping from X into H by, 
C(x) = (u E int r,X/]] -f’(x)v ]I + > ]I u (I’, d(x, K) > II u II } 
if xE x\K. (3.1) 
We adopt the convention d(x, K) = +CO if K = 0. 
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PROPOSITION 3.2. If x E x\K, C(x) is a nonempty open, convex set 
satisfying: 
For every v E C(x) there exists a neighbourhood V of x 
such that v E C(y) for all y in V. 
Prooj By (1.6) there exists w E int T,X, 11 WI] = 1 such that 
II -f’(-~)Wll + > 0. 
Let A > 0, satisfying 
II-f’(x)wII+ > 1 and d(x, K) > 1. 
Setting v = Aw one gets 
(P) 
and 
thus, u E C(x). 
From Proposition 2.1 it is easily seen that C(x) is an open convex set. 
Finally we shall prove (P) using (H,) and the continuity of the mappings 
x + Ilf’(x)v II + and d(-, K). I 
In the next proposition we shall state a selection theorem closely related to 
the classical result of Michael [ 15, Theorem 32”] which will be essential for 
the following. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. There exists v: x\K + H locally Lipschitzian such 
that, for every x E x\K we have v(x) E C(x). 
Proof: For every a E x\K, using (P), we can find v, E C(a) and an open 
neighbourhood U, of a, such that 
y E u, =s v, E C( 4’). 
Setting 
we obtain an open covering of x\K. Since the metric space XjK is 
paracompact, % has a locally finite refinement, and hence [ 161, there exists a 
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partition of unity 4, which is subordinated to 2? 
set 
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and locally Lipschitz. We 
v(x) =c 4,(x) 0,If 
and we shall show that u satisfies all the requirements. If d,(x) # 0 we have 
x E U, and u, E C(x). Since x,4,(x) = 1, we conclude, using the convexity 
of C(x), that v(x) E C(x). 
Furthermore if x0 E x\K there exists a neighbourhood of x0 such that all 
but finitely many $, are null on V. So, for x E I’ 
is Lipschitzian on V. 1 
Setting V(X) = 0 for x E K we obtain an extension still denoted by ~7, to the 
whole set X 
v:X+H. 
We observe that for every x E x\K and 4’ E K, 
II N-x) - V(Y>II = II v(x)ll < 6x3 K) < II-K - YII. 
Thus the above extension is locally Lipschitz on x\K and continuous on X. 
Now we introduce the differential equation 
4t) = 4x(Q), x(t) E x\K. (Ed 
THEOREM 3.4. For every u,, E x\K there exist T > 0, o > 0, and a 
neighbourhood W,, of u0 in XjK such that: 
(i) (E,) has a unique solution defined on IO, T] and satisfying 
x(O) = uO, that we shall denote by x(-, 1.4~). 
(ii) rf x(., ui) i= I, 2, a re two solutions of (E,) such that 
x([O, E], ui) c W,, then for t E [0, E] a 
II-~(t, u,) - 46 4 < Ilu, - hll e”‘. 
Proof: Let V be a neighbourhood of u0 and V, = Vn X. Without loss of 
generality we can suppose v Lipschitzian on I’, with constant o, and 
V, n K = 0. Using [ 19, Theorem 1.3.11, vly, can be extended to all of H in 
such a way that the extension, denoted by v’, satisfies the same Lipschitz 
condition. 
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Let WC V be a closed convex neighbourhood of x,,, on which v is 
bounded, and W,, = Wn X. Since proj, is a Lipschitz mapping with 
constant 1 [6, Theorem 15.11, the mapping v,, = vh proj, is Lipschitz with 
constant w, and bounded on H. We know, from [5] e.g., that there exists a 
solution x(., u): [0, co [ + H for the equation 
w = v,(W), x(0) = u, u E H. (Ei) 
Note that this solution is defined on [0, 00 [ since ]] vO]I is bounded on H. 
Furthermore, from [5, Lemma 1.5.11, 
Vu, E H, Vu, E H, IIxk u,) -44 Gl < Ilu, - bll e”‘. (3.0) 
Now we will prove that a restriction of x(-, UJ is a solution of (E,). As 
for x E W,, v,,(x) = v(x), it suffices to prove that x(t, uO) E X for t E [0, T] 
with T > 0. This requirement can be derived from the next lemma, using the 
invariance criteria of [ 11, p. 631. For (ii) it sufftces to remark that the 
assumptions imply that x(., ui) i = 1, 2, are solutions of (E;) and to apply 
(3.0). I 
LEMMA 3.5. Setting 0 < s < t, U(t, s)u = x(t - s, u), where x(., u) is the 
solution of (E;), U is an evolution system of type w in the sense of Martin 
[ 141 and satisfies for some neighbourhood W of u,,: 
v&o, vu E wnx, lim inf d(u(t + k Ou, Xl = o 
h+O+ h 
ProoJ: We only have to prove 
VUE wnx, lim inf d(X(h’ u>’ X> = 0 
h-O+ h 
We have 
d(x(h, u), X)/h < I((x(h, u) - 40, u))lh) - W, u)l 
+ d(x(0, u) + hf(0, u), X)/h. 
Then it sufftces to observe that 
lim inf d(X(O, U) + M(O, u), x) = 0 
h-0 + h 
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Using 
qo, u) = u&d) = u(u) and u(u) E C(u) 
for every E > 0 there is some a, E X and h, > 0 such that 
a, - u 
- i(0, 2.4) 
hn 
< E. 
Hence for every E > 0, we can find h, > 0 such that 
d(u + h,f(O, u), X)/h, < E. 
and the proof is complete. 1 
Now, we shall study the behaviour of a maximal solution of (E,). Given 
such a solution x(., u), its maximal domain will be denoted by [O, T(u)[. In 
what follows condition (B) will always be assumed. 
(B) For every /3 E F the set (z E f(X)/z </I} has a lower bound in F. 
PROPOSITION 3.6. Let x(., u,,): [0, T(u,)[+x\K be a maximal solution of 
(E,), then: 
(i) T(u,)finite implies limr-+r,u,, x(t, u,) E K. 
(ii) There exists a neighbourhood iJ of u0 and M > 0 such that for 
u E U and 0 < t, < t, < T(u) we have 
I(x(t,, u) - x(t,, u)ll < (t* - ty*w*. 
Proof: We note x(t) = x(t, u) with u E x\K. We have 
II -f’(W) +)I1 + > Ilwll’~ (3.1) 
then from (2.3) 
Hence, 
-f’(W) W > Il.W’ e. (3.2) 
f(x(O)) - fW) = -j;f ‘(x(r)) 40 dt > e j; It WI’ dt. (3.3) 
From (B) there exists a lower bound m E F of A = {z E f(X)/z < f(u,) + e). 
Since e E int P we can find a neighbourhood U of u0 included in f -’ {A}. 
Then, for every u E U and r E [0, T(u)[ we have 
f (x(r)) > m. 
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Therefore 
f(uo) - m 2 e !I II WI * dt 
and there exists A4 > 0 with 
)-r 11 i(t)11 * dt < M for t E [0, T(u)[. 
-0 
(3.4) 
Thus for 0 < t, < I, < T(u) we have 
IIx(t,) - x(t,)ll G j;’ II-WII dt 
I 
< (t* - t,p* (11” Ili(t)ll’ dt)“* < (t2 - t,)“*M”*. (3.5) 
I 
Therefore, if T(u) < co, lim,,,,,, x(t) exists since X is closed and H is 
complete and it belongs to X. Using the maximality of x one gets 
lim 1+7,uI x(t) 6? x\K, or, equivalently, lim,+rCu) x(t) E K. 
COROLLARY 3.1. For each u. E x\K, there exist T > 0, o > 0, and a 
neighbourhood U, of u. such that: 
(i) If u E r/,, then T(u) > r. 
(ii) Ifu,, u2 E U, and t E [0, T] then 
IIx(h u,) -44 u2)ll < Ilu, - u211 e”‘. 
Proof: From Theorem 3.4(ii), it sufftces to prove (i). Let IV, be a 
neighbourhood of uo, and w > 0, as in the Theorem 3.4. Let U be abother 
neighbourhood of u,, and M > 0, as in the Proposition 3.6. Taking a closed 
ball B(u,, r) c W,, we set 
U. = Nu,, 0-P)) n U r = (r/2)2 l/M. 
Now, suppose that u E U. and T(u) < r, we have from Proposition 3.6, for 
every t E [0, T(u)[ 
IIx(t, u) - u 11 < t”*M”* < r/2. 
Hence, x(t, u) E B(x,, r) and 
lim x(t, u) E IV, 
I -T(lll 
which contradicts W, f7 K = 0. 1 
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COROLLARY 3.8. I’x(., uO) is a solution of (E,) defined on [0, T], T > 0, 
there exists a neighbourhood U of x0 and K > 0 such that: 
(i) rfu E U, then T(u) > T 
(ii) If u E CT and t E [0, T], then 
II -u(t. u,,) -4, u)ll < K II u,, - u II. 
Proof. For uEX\K we set To = inf(T(u), 7). In particular 
To < T < T(u,). Let (Ui), i = l,..., n, be a finite covering of the compact set 
x([O, To], no), where (Ui, ri, ui) are as in Corollary 3.7. We set 
5 = inf(r, ,..., rn), ewr = sup(eWIT ,..., e+), 
to=O<t,=s<~~~<t,=kr<~~~<t,~,=(s-l)r<t,=To~ss 
vKk = -K(t, 3 uO), k = O,..., s. 
Furthermore, for each +yk, we choose Uk containing xk, that we denote by 
U(.u,). From Corollary 3.7, for i = l,..., s - 1, 
“(ti- (7 U) E u(xi& 1) * IlXi -x(ti, UII < em7 IlXi -X(ti& 1. U)ll 
and for tE Its+,, T,[ 
.u(t,- , , u) E U(x,- ,) * IIx(t, uo) - x(t, u)ll < ewr 11x,_ , - x(t,- , , u)ll. 
From these inequalities it is easily seen that we can find a neighbourhood U 
of no and K = (em’)’ such that for u E U and t E [0, T,[, 
II x0, ~0) - 46 u>ll < K II uo - .u II. 
Since x(T,, no) & K, taking a restriction of CJ, if necessary, we get 




To f T(u) 
T < T(u). 1 
Now we shall consider the extended map obtained by setting: If u. E x\K, 
T(u,) finite and t > T(u,) 
x(t. no) = lim x(t, uo) E K. 
t-T(U,) 
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Ifu,EKand t>O 
So, we have 
x(t, u,,) = u0 E K. 
x: [O, co[ xX+X. 
The next result will be useful in Section 5. 
THEOREM 3.9. The extension x: [0, 03 [ x X -+ X is a continuous map. 
Proof: First we shall consider (to* &J (5 [O, 00 [ x x with 
x(t,, q,) E x\K. From Proposition 3.6(ii) and Corollary 3.8, we get M > 0, 
K > 0, q > 0, and some neighbourhood U of u0 such that for u E U and 
It--01 < rl 
(I x(t, u) - x(t,, u)ll < 1 t - to ) “2M”2 
and 
Ilxtb u) - xtt,, udll C Kllu, - ~11. 
Then it is easy to see that x is continuous at (to, u,). 
Now, if u0 E K and t, > 0, we have x(t,, u,,) = u,,. Let u E x\K and 
t E [0, T(u)[. By Definition 3.1 of C(x) we have 
II+, u)ll < d(x(t, u), K) < IIx(t, u> - uo tl < Ilxtt, u) - ~11 + 11 u - u,Il. 
Therefore, 
and 
Using [S, p. 1171 we get 
II-Q, u) - uJJ < IIu - u,Il (e’ - 1) 
and 
II-% u) - u,II ,< Ilu - u,ll e’. 
Continuity of x at (to, uO) follows immediately. 
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At last we shall consider the case u,, E x\K, T(u,) finite and t, > T(u,). 
We have 
x0,, uo) = x(W,), u,,) E K. 
Given E > 0, we choose T E [0, T(u,)[ satisfying 
II x(T(u,,), uo) - x(7-v uo)ll < (@) e --(‘O+ ‘). 
From Corollary 3.8, there exists a neighbourhood U of u0 such that for 
UEU 
/x(T, u,) - x(T, u)ll < (~/2) e-(‘o+ “. 
Thus, for u E U we have 
Ilx(T(u,), u,,) -x(T, u)ll Q E e-‘rotE’. 
From the previous case we can derive for t < t, + E 
Ilx(T(u,), uO) - x(t, u)ll < E e-‘totc) e’o+‘-r Q E. 1 
4. A CHARACTERIZATION OF THE CRITICAL SET 
The following definition will be useful in what follows. 
DEFINITION 4.1. We say that a E X is a limit point if there exist u0 E X 
and, an increasing sequence On) with limit +co such that 
lim I,- + a, xon, uo) = a* 
PROPOSITION 4.2. The following assumptions are equivalent: 
(i) aEK. 
(ii) a is a limit point. 
Proof: (i) 3 (ii) is obvious. Conversely, let a = limr,+m x(l,,, uO) be a 
limit point, and suppose that a @ K. By (3.4) we have 
fco 11 Z(t, uo)l12 dt < M. 
-0 
(4.1) 
Since IIv(a)ll’ is strictly positive we derive from the continuity of v that there 
exists r > 0 such that 
V~~E~,ll4’--ll< r * II V(YW > II v(aIl*P. (4.2) 
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Since lim, ~(t~, u,J = a, using the uniform continuity (3.5) of x(., u,), there 
exists E > 0 and N > 0 such that 
IIX(L4l)--all <r (4.3) 
for every tE [t,-s,t,+s] and n>N. 
Without loss of generality we can assume 
I t >2& n+1- n/ 
and by (4.1), (4.4) we have 
(4.4) 
Using (4.2) and (4.3) we obtain 
M > s 241 W12/2) 
n = N 
and a contradiction. 1 
In order to ensure the existence of limit points (or critical points from the 
above proposition), we need another condition. More precisely that condition 
will imply that the set of Pareto, included in K from Proposition 3.1 will be 
nonempty. 
DEFINITION 4.3. We say that f: X+ (F, P) is O-proper iff for each order 
interval 
[c&b]= (xEF/a<x<b), 
the set f -‘[a, b] is compact. 
For example, continuity off and compactness of X imply that f is O- 
proper. If (F, P) = (R”, IR:)f is O-proper ifffis proper. We remark that this 
condition, with (B), means that f is inf compact. 
PROPOSITION 4.4. If f: X -+ (F, P) is O-proper, then for every x E X there 
exists a Pareto optimum X E X satisfying f (2) <f(x). 
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Proof: Since f is O-proper using assumption (B), we see that 
is a nonempty compact subset of X. 
From [ 171 there exists a Pareto optimum i for the restriction off to X0. 
Obviously X is a Pareto optimum on all X. 1 
5. LUSTERNIK-SCHNIRELMAN THEORY FOR MULTIOBJECTIVE OPTIMIZATION 
First recall some basic definitions ([ 161, e.g.). Let X be a topological 
space. A closed subset Y c X is said to be contractible if there exists a 
continuous mapping from [0, 1 ] x Y into X such that x(0, a) is the inclusion 
map and x( 1, . ) a constant map. 
A closed set A c X is said to have a category k with res’pect to X. 
(cat(A, X) = k), iff A can be covered by k (but not fewer). closed subsets of 
X, each of which being contractible. If no such decomposition is possible, A 
is said to have infinite category with respect to X, (cat(A, X) = +co). For 
example, if X = (x E R ‘/]I x]] = 1 }, cat(X, X) = 2 but cat(X, R ’ J = 1. 
In this sectionf is assumed to be O-proper and (F, P) to be order complete, 
i.e., every nonempty subset of F which is bounded above, has a least upper- 
bound. 
The following notations will be used 
f c = ix E X/f(x) < cl, 
C, = {A c X/cat(A, X) = k), 
Dk= U Cj, 
i>k 
mk = inf{c/cat(fc, X) > k}, m,EFU (-co}U {+co}, 
Va,bEF, a<b iff b-aEintP[17], 
Va,bEF, )a,b]=(yEF/xEb-PIIx@a-intP}. 
Observe that m, < m2 < ... < mk, furthermore --co < m, means that f has a 
lower bound on X. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let a E F and b E F satisfying f(K) n )a, b] = 4. 
Then there exists T > 0 such that 
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Proof: Using (B), we know that f -‘()a, b]) is compact. Hence, there 
exists CI > 0 such that 
inf(]]v(x)]]‘/x ES-‘()a, 61)) = a. (5.1) 
Let T > 0 and p E F be such that 
b - Tea G a, (5.2) 
PWb. (5.3) 
Iff(x(t, p)) Q a for some t E [0, T] we have, obviously, 
fW’, P)) G a. 
On the other hand, if we suppose f[x([O, T], p)] c )a, b] we have since 
f(K) n >a, bl = P . 
T(P) > T 
and from (3.3) 
fw, P)) G f(P) - e 1: 11 o(x(t, P))!’ dt. (5.4) 
Therefore, using (5.1) and (5.2) we get the contradiction 
f(x(T, P)) G a. 1 
COROLLARY 5.2. Let a E F and b E F be such that f(K) n )a, b] = #, 
then there exist T > 0 and Q > 0 such that 
pE j++se a x(T, p) Ef”-“’ 
ProoJ Let K > 0 and K, = K n f b+ke. By assumption (B), f being O- 
proper, K, is compact. Furthermore, obviously, 
fK,)n WI =fW)n hbl=#. 
Since f(K,) is compact we can find q, 0 < q < k such that 
f(K,)n)u--qe,b+qe]=f(K)n)a-qe,b+qe]=(. 
We conclude by using Proposition 5.1. 1 
PROPOSITION 5.3. If mk E F, for all E > 0, there exists a critical point 
xk E K such that 
tI mk - f txk)ii + = o and Ilf(xk>- mkii+ GE. 
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Proof. Given E > 0, by definition of mk, there exists c E F with 
cat(f’, X) > k such that 
Suppose that f(K) n ) mk, c] = 4 by Corollary 5.2, we can find T > 0 and 
9 > 0 such that 
pE f""' * x(T, p) E f mh--e. 
In particular we have 
x(T, fC)cfm'-"" 
which contradicts the definition of mk, since from [ 161 
cat(f m*-“e, X) > cat(x(T, f ‘), X) > cat(fr, X) > k. 
So we have 
fWVVmk41f4 
and any element of this intersection satisfies the requirements of 
Proposition 5.3. I 
PROPOSITION 5.3’. 
(4 UC, E &+l andc,EC;,, fhenf(K)n)c,,c,]f# 
W IfmkE4+,9 then f(K) n >m,, m,] z 4. 
The proof using similar arguments as the preceding one is omitted. 
LEMMA 5.4. Let B be an upper bounded closed subset of F and let U be 
an open neighbourhood of K n f - ’ (B), where K n f - ’ (B) is supposed 
nonempty. Then there exists q > 0 such that 
U,,= ~PW-‘(B)/llf(~)-f(x(A P))II+ <2rlI= u. 
Proof. We shall suppose that for all n E IN there exists p,, E U,,,\U, and 
we shall show that this leads to a contradiction. From 
e J f IIWf, P,>)II’d~~f(p,)-f(~(l~ PA) (5.6) 
we obtain 
II e4t9 ,< 2/n. (5.7) 
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Hence there exists t, E [0, I] such that 
II G4fn 1 PnM’ G 2/n. 
Furthermore, M being an upper bound of B, we have 
f(X(f,, P,)> < f(P,) < M* 
(5.8) 
(5.9) 
Using the compactness off”, we obtain a converging subsequence and we 
note 
lip x On,, P,,) = 9. (5.10) 
We have u(q) = 0 and, consequently, q E K. On the other hand, using (5.7) 
and tnkE [0, 11, we get 
Therefore, we have 
likm pn, =qEKnf-‘(B) (5.12) 
which contradicts the assumption p, & U. 1 
PROPOSITION 5.5. Suppose that each point x of X has a neighbourhood 
contractible in X. If there exists a positive integer k such that mk = mkt , = 
r E F, then for every E > 0 there exists an in@ite number of points in 
K,=Kn {v/llf(v)-rll+ ,<~lIr-ff(~Il+ G&b 
Proof: From Proposition 5.3, K, # $ for all E > 0. Suppose that K, is 
finite for some E > 0. Let V be a contractible neighbourhood of K, (4, p. 111 
and 1 > 0 such that 
Observe that 
K, C fr+.te. (5.13) 
u= {PEX/X(L P)E v (5.14) 
is a neighbourhood of K,. Moreover 
B = )r - ~2, r + Ae] (5.15) 
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is a closed majorized subset of F such that 
K,=Knf-‘(B). (5.16) 
By Lemma 5.4, there exists q, with 0 < q < E, such that U, c U. Using the 
definition of mk+ , = r we can find c E Dk+ , such that 
c 2 r + v, c > r. (5.17) 
We may assume that 
c < r + Le. (5.18) 
Indeed from (5.13) and (5.17) 
Knf-‘()r+le,c])=qh (5.19) 
and hence, using Proposition 5.1, there exists T > 0 such that 
x(T, f’) c f ‘+-le. (5.20) 
Since cat(x(T,fC),X) >cat(f’,X) > k + 1 [16]. We can replace c by 
suP,.,,f]x(C PII, f i necessary. Now we shall show that 
cat(x(L f’), x> < k, (5.21) 
thus contradicting c E Dk+ , . 
Suppose p E f-‘Or - 2ve, cl). Either p E U and x( 1, p) E V or p @ U and 
p G U,,, where U, is defined as in Lemma 5.4. 
In the second case, by (5.18), we have p E f-‘(B) and from the definition 
of u, 
IMP) - f(x(L P))II + > 2v 
Hence 
and from (5.17) 
f(x(L P)> G f(p) - 2ve 
f(x(L P)) G c - he. 
The same inequality being obviously valid for p < r - 2qe we have 
x(l,f’) C VufC-*Ve. (5.22) 
Suppose 
c-2veE D,. 
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Then 
m,=r,<c-2iye 
which contradicts (5.17). 
Consequently, cat(Jc-‘ve, A’) < k - 1 and from (5.22) and [ 161 
cat(x(l,f’),X)< 1 +(k- l)=k 
as claimed. 1 
By a similar way one gets the following result: 
PROPOSITION 5.5'. Suppose that each point x of X has a neighbourhood 
contractible in X. If there exists a positive integer k such that mk E D, + , , 
then for every E > 0, there exist an infinite number of points in KC= 
K n f - ‘()m,, - ce, mk + eel). 
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